Silent Consonants

Words with silent **t**
usually after **s** or **f**
The princess lived in a grand **castle**.
We **often** eat together.

Words with silent **g**
usually before **n**
The teacher was going to **assign** her students special homework to do over the long weekend.

Words with silent **w**
usually before **r**
I had to iron out the **wrinkles** in my new skirt.

Words with silent **k**
usually before **n**
It is important to gain as much **knowledge** as you can.

Words with silent **h**
usually after **r** or as the first letter of a word
I made **honor** roll in music because I have good **rhythm**.

Words with silent **gh**
usually after **ou, au, or i**
Kippy **thought** she’d **taught** her brother the **right** way to tie his shoes.